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1.  Introduction

The certification is the process of determining whether 
someone or just things that people are reported (or just 
those things). Authentication of the public network or 
the Internet, including the individual, is through the 
use of a password to log usually. The person who knows 
the password is considered to be one reliable user. All 
users initially register a password of their choice on and 
after each use continued, the user must use a password 
that is not forgotten in the previous report. However, 
the weakness of this system is in critical transactions, 
such as money exchange is involved, passwords are 
often stolen or may be known or accidentally or be 
forgotten1–3. Currently, USB memory is getting smaller 
and smaller. However, the storage size of USB is getting 
bigger and bigger. USB memory is stolen or copied 
by immoral employees to sell company’s valuable 
information. Therefore, secure USB must be used for 
protecting technical information. Secure USB memory is 

user authentication information for user authentication 
mainly used in the method of storing a particular area. 
The user using this increased value is stored when plain 
text password has been exposed or malicious user. Since 
the operation has been found in possible authentication 
bypass vulnerability. This paper addresses a vulnerability 
in the user authentication of such secure USB structured 
of a hash function and encryption algorithm and a USB 
memory by using the character, I propose a secure user 
authentication methods3. A conventional USB storage 
configuration is as shown in Figure 1. According to1, the 
process we have to verify whether who the (certification) 
is an important way to protect the online information 
of the individual. E-mail confirmation, so that access to 
online shopping or bank account, in order to obtain our 
personal information, you need to use a safe way for us to 
prove who you are. In order to prove yourself, you have 
three ways. In other words, such as passwords, that we 
know, like a passport, what we have, as of the fingerprint, 
there is only thing that we have. These methods are, there 
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are advantages and disadvantages, respectively. The most 
common method of authentication, such as passwords 
and use of the fact that we know in Table 1.
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Figure 1.    Conventional USB configuration.

1.1 Password-based Authentication
We are using almost everyday password in everyday life. 
The purpose of the password is what we prove who you 
are. The password is one of the examples of the things that 
we know. The risk of password has, you can guess the other 
person is the password, to disguise the identity and access 
to the password, you can have access to all the information 
that is protected by a password. So, for an attacker to hard 
to guess, please tell me how to protect your password as 
the strong password. Password the problem is that soon 
become obsolete. As new technology is developed, using 
the same technology as the key input value collector, 
cyber attack, you can guess collection to test more easily 
password. It is easy for strong authentication but requires 
a more secure manner. Fortunately, the method has been 
used a lot, called the recent two-step authentication. To 
protect us, as much as possible, it is strongly recommended 
that you use this method4–8. 

1.2 Software-based Key Authentication
In order for users of Internet banking and telephone 
banking smart to take advantage of services such as 
account transfer and financial product registration, unless 
the electronic signature to an electronic document in the 
user’s private key, the effect will occur. Create a secret key 
with the public key-based systems, electronic signature 
generation information, so you must be only to those 
who have been authenticated the electronic signature 
generation information from accredited certification body, 

to use it in both Internet banking and smart telephone 
banking in is used to copy the certification certificate and 
private key for. For general users, certification certificate 
and private key, not only not a file format in contact with 
the general, because it is located in the general folder you 
do not have access, their official certificate and a secret 
that has been made in the file it is difficult to identify the 
key9–13. Be copied to this smartphone feels more difficult. 
In the financial company, in order to make me overcome 
the difficulty and inconvenience of these users, it is willing 
to offer a public certificate of copy services for the smart 
telephone banking14–19.

1.3 Security Requirements
In this section, USB security for user authentication on 
technology security requirements is showed and attempts 
to analyze. Authentication is confirmed whether the user 
is a legitimate user and the process by which a user and 
the user information registered in advance authentication 
by contrast to the information you enter could prove the 
user. For user authentication must meet the following 
security requirements20–22:
•	 Camouflage: The user does not justify the camouflage 

as a legitimate user if you receive a certification.
•	 Forging and Modulation: When forged or modulate 

the message for the authentication information.
•	 Exposure: The exposure value authentication 

information to any other third party authentication 
values if you use.

2. Proposed Methods

User environment of a computer network as in the past, 
simply information Telephone banking not only to take 
advantage of search and e-commerce23–27. It has been 
expanded to the same commercial field. As a result, the 
online of trespassing network security block so that it can 

Table 1.     Types of authentication
Authenticatio 
Element

Password-based 
Authentication

Software-base 
Authentication

Hardware-base 
Authentication

Biometric-based 
Authentication

Authenticator Password Certificate Secure Card Biometric information
Authentication 
Mechanism

Password Validation 
Software

Certificate Validation 
Software

Card Validation 
Software

Biometric Recognition 
Device

Environment Client-Server Web-based Cli-
ent-Server / Multicast

Client-Server Client-Server
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not access the self-critical information. The importance 
of it is emphasized to the outside of the intruder that is 
not allowed. Information and shall flow out, outside of 
the intruder of security data. It shall not be possible to 
manipulate the content28–31. The computer is composed of 
hardware and software, an error in one of the two parts 
is generated, a problem throughout the computer occurs. 
To avoid these problems, we are using the simulation 
and testing techniques. However, testing techniques, 
the only all possible testing techniques a drawback that 
it is impossible to check the operation of the execution, 
it is difficult to ensure the high level of reliability. Thus, 
shaping verification methods have been proposed based 
on mathematical accuracy to ensure the reliability of the 
problems with the computer system. In this paper, using 
the NuSMV, to shape the Needham- Shroeder protocol.

Model checking (Model checking), from among 
the verification method, which is a typical validation 
technique. This is automatically formatted verification 
technology the accuracy of the finite state machine. Finite 
state the operation of the system. Specify in the form of 
a machine, to express if the characteristic If you are not 
satisfied by that system in temporal logic, such as the CTL 
and LTL. In the subsequent representation properties it is 
specified in the finite state machine system, a method for 
inspecting whether satisfied in all cases. Through these 
Moderuchi Ekkingu technique, a very complex system, 
such as hardware and communication protocols can be 
shaped successfully validated32–37.

2.1 Hardware Method 
In the case of hardware system, especially wearing the 
different hardware chip to USB memory, to perform 
such as authentication and data encryption of the useras 
follows:
•	 Low in another storage area that is built authentication 

value for user authentication Run the method of the 
chapter. This is a malicious user to random access less 
likely it offers stability.

•	 Difficult to hardware implementation.
•	 Increase of another device according to production 

costs for security.
•	 There exists the possibility of user authentication 

bypass the authentication chip removed in some of 
the product.

2.2 Software Method
If the software system, by operating the security program 
in the USB memory, using the program, features are as 
follows in the method of performing an authentication 
and encryption of the user:
•	 The password stored in a specific area of the USB 

memory damage and counterfeiting of objection for 
user authentication, the possibility of forgery.

•	 In some of the product, there is a security 
vulnerability due to password clear text save for user 
authentication.

•	 To prevent the exposure of the plaintext password, 
but to save the hash value, it can be authenticated 
bypassed by counterfeit or forged.

•	 To reduce production costs as compared with the 
hardware method, easy to implement.

•	 In this research, I use the software user authentication, 
by using the structural features of the hash function 
and encryption algorithm of the existing memory 
proposes a more secure user authentication.

2.3  Storage Location for Authentication 
Value

 Authentication is carried out in a way that controls 
the user authentication value previously saved with 
the password entered by the user, the location of the 
authentication value, not must the place where the 
general user is not easy to publish. Therefore, in this paper 
and access on a sector basis in the USB memory, using a 
method of storing user authentication value in reserved 
areas not used by the file system. Using the method as 
described above, it will not be able to normal operation 
the user authentication value. Movement of files, there 
is no risk that the authentication value may be damaged 
from the normal tasks such as Delete. Notationis shown 
in Table 2. The secure credentials stored using a hashing 
algorithm and encryption algorithm and protocol are as 
follows:
Step 1: Users to XOR the production number of the user 
authentication password and products set to generate a 
key for encryption.

Key_⊕
Step 2: For password control, the user stores the hash 
value of the encryption key previously set.

Sec_Area[H[Key]]
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Step 3: Add a flag to the security zone information, to 
save the no value of peripheral meaning of encrypted 
inareserved area together.

Sec_Area[EKey[A|F|S_INF|A]]

Table 2.     Notation
P_ID Product identity
PW Secure USB Authentication password
S_INF Security Area
Key Secret key for encryption
A To make expose with random mean-

ingless value
R Random number
F Special code in secure area
E[] Encryption function
D[] Decryption function
H[] Hash function
Sec_Area Store in USB memory area

2.4 Authentication Method
Protocol authentication method is as:
Step 1: The user to generate a key for decryption and XOR 
production a numeric number of the password and the 
product that you entered.

Key_⊕
Step 2: Hashes the encryption key that you set in the 
destination is compared with the stored value.

H[Key]’ = H[Key]
Step 3: If the password is correct, to decrypt the passphrase 
that contains the information of the security zone that is 
stored in a reserved area of the value of the key that you 
just created.

DKey[EKey[A|F|S_INF|A]’] = A|F|S_INF|A 
Step 4: To extract the flag in decrypted value, stored in a 
random position, to find the information in the security 
zone and to provide a security zone.

2.5 Analysis
The proposed scheme, depending on the security 
requirements, perform analysis, such as it can do:
•	 Camouflage: Because to use the user authentication 

using a password is very little possibility of identity 
impersonation.

•	 Forgery and Falsification: Because even if a 
counterfeit and modulation user authentication 
values, it is impossible to decrypt the encrypted value 
of the security zone, which provides stability.

•	 Exposure: To encrypt the information storage and 
security zone for the user authentication value using 

the hash function, the authentication information is 
not published.

3.  Conclusion

Therefore, once user name and password are 
compromised, valuable information will be in jeopardy. 
In this study, we studied the measures for secure user 
authentication in the USB security system. Core security 
USB system, in order to guarantee the reliability of user 
authentication in the user authentication, it is necessary 
to continue research. Further, through a combination of a 
software system and the hardware system, it is expected to 
be necessary to develop USB security system to provide a 
more powerful and complete security services. Therefore, 
we proposed secure USB based user authentication in a 
cloud environment to increase the security level.
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